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Abstract
This article is focused on possibilities of advanced injection molding simulations. Parts made from plastic materials are
in almost all technical systems. A lot of various hardly producible plastic parts are used nowadays. Examples are
components of electronical systems, mainly various connectors from material polybutylene terephthalate (PBT). These
connectors are long in one direction and their geometry is with high number of various small holes. This leads to problems
during injection molding. Movement of melted plastic material is slow and also number of weld lines is high. Main aim
of this article is comparing of different variants of injection molding process and demonstration of CAE advanced methods
usage. This approach leads to optimized production of plastic connectors. During simulation is used accurate material
model of PBT which is clearly described.
Results leads to mathematical description of dependence between all injection molding parameters and results from this
technological process. Mainly are described temperatures and pressures in various moments of injection process. Results
of research describe all influences on quality of product. This is done by evaluation of geometrical, optical and mechanical
properties of final connector. As an example is used connector with 54 independent contacts. Validation of simulation is
performed by comparing with real experiment.
Keywords: injection molding; PBT; virtual simulation; surface quality; connector.

1. Introduction
Nowadays are really often used parts made from plastic materials. Their market share is rapidly increasing. In all areas
of engineering are still produced parts with more complex shapes. It is necessary to shorten time when new product is
started to be produced. It is suitable to used modern mold-flow analysis. This kind of analysis is able to show weak points
of process and it is possible to optimize it virtually without stopping production line. Connector for electronic industry is
chosen as an example (according Fig. 1). The filling of this part is only from one side. This leads to problematic mold
filling. This part is also suitable for optimization. Final product should be with better properties and more reliable molding
process. [8,9,10]
Our research shows how can be injection molding process optimized with mold flow analysis and how can be
described material for this kind of analysis.
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2. Simulation model
Simulation model is clearly described in Fig.1. For simulation is critical parameter diameter of entrance gate, which
is here 1.3mm. Design of mold is also obvious in Fig.1 (right). There is visible shape of cooling channels. For this kind
of virtual simulation is not necessary to model each body of mold cores. We are interested here in cavity of mold. Whole
simulation was performed in system Moldex3D. This software is used for advanced simulation of injection molding. 3D
design of CAD parts was performed in Siemens NX10 software with usage of exporting data into Moldex 3D. [4,5]

Fig. 1. Detail of cavity filled by plastic material with two connectors and mold design
3. Material model for virtual simulation
Material CELANEX 3316 was used for simulation. It is PBT (polybutylene terephthalate) with 30% of glass fibres.
These properties are exactly according material list given by producer Celanese. All these properties are essential for
correct results and have to be used as one of inputs for finite element solver [6,7].
One of the most important parameters for molding analysis is viscosity. This parameter is highly dependent on
temperature and shear rate. In following graph (Fig.2 left) is visible, how is during simulation viscosity changed
comparing to temperature and shear rate. In case that during injection molding is problem with filling of cavity, this
problem can be solved by higher viscosity of material. As is visible from following graph, viscosity is changed more with
shear rate than with temperature (in comparable ranges). Influence of temperature and pressure on specific volume of part
has to be also considered in simulation. In general, this relation can be described in Fig.2 right.

Fig. 2. Description of viscosity (left) and specific volume (right)
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4. Simulation of injection molding
First set of parameters is all the time hard to predict. Designer is able to make some iterations with using of virtual
simulation for getting more suitable parameters. As first entering parameters were chosen following:
Maximal injection pressure:
197 MPa
Filling time:
0,9 s
Maximal packing pressure:
140 MPa
Time of packing:
2,4 s
Packing levels:
140/80/55 MPa after 0,1/1,6/0,7 s
Temperature of injected material:
299°C
Mold temperature:
85°C
Cooling time:
10 s
Material:
Celanex 3316
First problem is obvious from selected parameters. Because is chosen part with filling only from one side, it is
necessary to have maximal temperature of molded material. It was chosen temperature 299°C, which is still material able
to survive. Whole process has to be controlled in terms of maximal shear stress (not above 50000 1/s) because higher
stress can lead to increasing of temperature in entrance gates and to destroying of material. [3,4]
4.1. Filling results
Filling time is achieved and parts are fully filled as is obvious in Fig.3. The maximal permissible injection pressure
wasn’t achieved during process. So as a result from filling is visible, that time may be shorter, because maximal injection
pressure is not limiting actual pressure.

Fig. 3. Filling time
Temperature at the end of filling stage is sufficient close to the gates as is visible in Fig.4. But is obvious that in the
middle of part is temperature under 200°C and material is there in solid state. This happened in areas close to shaped
cores for holes and generally for areas which are in contact with material of mold.
As far from gate is temperature evaluated as lower is. This leads to decreasing of viscosity and problems with filling.

Fig. 4. Temperature at the end of filling- general view and cut
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4.2. Packing results
Temperature at the end of packing is in Fig.5. It is visible that material is almost everywhere in solid state and can be
ejected from mold.

Fig. 5. Temperature at the end of packing stage
It is possible to show shape of non-solid material as interesting result. Product is in solid state at the end of packing
really and can be ejected. It is visible in Fig.6.

Fig. 6. Non- solid volume of plastic material
5. Findings from simulation and next steps- optimization
From performed simulation is obvious that selected parameters of molding process (times and pressures) were chosen
quite good. This process can be still optimized. We were focused on maximization of temperature at the end of filling
stage. If temperature will be higher, viscosity will be better, part will be filled easier and visual properties will be on
higher level.
Technological process was optimized firstly in terms of shortening time of filling stage. The time was decreased from
initial 0.9s to final 0.25s. Decreasing of filling time leads to higher production rate in terms of pieces per unit of time.
As is visible in Fig.7, the temperature compared with first process, is on higher level. Generally, it is up to 10% higher.
[1,2]

Fig. 7. Temperature at the end of filling after optimization- general view and cut
6. Discussion
These optimized parameters were used on real injection molding machine and final product was with all parameters
according performed virtual simulation. This approach was used for virtual simulation validation. Comparing of initial
setup and optimized setup of molding parameters was performed and temperature is more uniform after optimization.
This leads to better optical properties of product and uniform shrinkage.
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Approach of using virtual simulations in iterations leads to optimized production on minimizing of waste times on
machines.
7. Conclusion
This article shows possibilities and advantages of using virtual mold-flow analysis. Process of determining parameters
for injection molding as is shown here can rapidly decrease time, when production line is stopped because of testing new
molding process.
Results from this kind of analysis are highly material-dependent, so it is obligatory to set up simulation material
according material list of real material. Material model and input data, which are necessary to put into simulation are
shown in chapter material model. Parameters from this simulation were used for real experiment on machine and results
were comparable with simulation.
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